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According
to the
mailbox contains
contains 4.3
4.3 GB
GBof
of potentially
potentially discoverable
The burden
burden of
of
According to
the Radicati
Radicati Group,
Group, the
the average
average business
business mailbox
discoverable ESI.
ESI. The

dealing
with that
dealing with
that volume
volumeisis obvious.
obvious. Automated
Automated tools
tools to
tohelp
helpidentify
identifyresponsive
responsiveand
andprivileged
privilegeddocuments
documentsare
are being
being used
used
more
more as
the only
only viable
viable way
way to
to manage
manage these
these massive
massivevolumes
volumesofofinformation.
information. Electronic
more and
and more
as the
ElectronicDiscovery
Discovery professionals
professionals

have
been looking
looking for
for ways
ways to
to limit
limit the
the most
most
have been
the number
number of
of documents
documents that
thatneed
needto
tobe
bereviewed,
reviewed,because
because review
review is
is usually
usually the

expensive
part of
of eDiscovery.
eDiscovery. Most
kind of
of content
to distinguish
expensive part
Most commonly,
commonly, these
these methods
methods revolve
revolve around
around some
some kind
content search
search to
distinguish

those
documents that
that are
potentially responsive
from those
that are
the potential
potential to
those documents
are potentially
responsive from
those that
are not.
not. Content
Contentsearch
search also
also has
has the
to make
make

document
review itself
effective, further
further reducing
document review
itself more
more efficient
efficient and
and effective,
reducing the
the burden.
burden.

Keywords
Keywordsand
andBoolean
BooleanQueries
Queries
A
common approach
approach to
to document
document selection
is to
to develop
develop aa list
list of
of key
key terms
terms that
that will
will be
to select
select documents
documents for
for review.
review.
A common
selection is
be used
used to
Any
document that
of the
terms is
ignored. Using
combinations of
Any document
that does
does not
not have
have one
one of
the key
key terms
is ignored.
Usingkey
keyword
wordsearches
searches or
or Boolean
Boolean combinations
of key
key
words
risky in
in that
that there
substantial likelihood
likelihood that
substantial likelihood
likelihood
words is
is risky
there is
is aa substantial
that responsive
responsive documents
documents will
will be
be missed
missed and
and a
a substantial

that
proportion of
will be
included.
that aa large
large proportion
of nonresponsive
nonresponsive documents
documents will
be included.
Jason
Baron,at
atthe
the National
National Archives,
Archives, reports
reports that
that in
in the
of U.S.
U.S.vvPhilip
PhilipMorris,
Morris, they
they started
started the
the selection
selection process
with a
Jason Baron,
the case
case of
process with
a

set
of individual
"Lorillard"), and
they recognized
recognized that
that they
set of
individual search
search terms
terms (e.g.,
(e.g., "Lorillard"),
and then,
then, on
on the
thebasis
basis of
of some
some sampling,
sampling, they
they needed
needed aa

more
process to
to get
get useful
useful results.
results. They
They used
usedqueries
querieslike
likethe
theone
onebelow
below to
to try
try to
to find
find useful
documents.
more elaborate
elaborate search
search process
useful documents.

(((master
(((master settlement
settlementagreement
agreementOR
ORmsa)
msa) AND
AND NOT
NOT
(medical
account OR
metropolitan standard
(medical savings
savings account
OR metropolitan
standardarea))
area))OR
ORs.s. 1415
1415 OR
OR
(ets
NOT educational
educational testing
(ets AND
AND NOT
testing service)
service) OR
OR
(liggett
sharon a.
lorillard OR
(liggettAND
AND NOT
NOT sharon
a. liggett)
liggett) OR
OR atco
atco OR
OR lorillard
OR

(pmi
presidential management
(pmi AND
AND NOT
NOT presidential
managementintern)
intern)OR
ORpm
pmusa
usaOR
OR rjr
rjr OR
OR

(b&w
photo*) OR
phillip morris
ftc test
test method
star
(b&w AND
AND NOT
NOT photo*)
OR phillip
morrisOR
OR batco
batco OR
OR ftc
method OR
OR star
scientific
scientific OR
OR vector
vector group
groupOR
OR joe
joe camel
camel OR
OR

(marlboro
upper marlboro))
(marlboroAND
AND NOT
NOT upper
marlboro))AND
AND NOT
NOT
(tobacco*
synar
(tobacco*OR
OR cigarette*
cigarette*OR
ORsmoking
smokingOR
ORtar
tarOR
OR nicotine
nicotineOR
ORsmokeless
smokeless OR
OR synar

amendment
amendmentOR
OR philip
philip morris
morrisOR
OR r.j.
r.j. reynolds
reynolds OR
OR

("brown
("brown and
and Williamson")
Williamson") OR
OR
("brown
liggett group)
("brown &&Williamson")
Williamson")OR
OR bat
bat industries
industries OR
OR liggett
group)

Queries
like this
this are
are very
very difficult
difficult to
to construct,
construct, difficult
difficult to
Queries like
toget
getsyntactically
syntactically correct
correct (for
(forexample,
example, to
to get
get all
all of
of the
the parentheses
parentheses

and
"ORs" in
in the
the right
right order),
order), and
and difficult
difficult to
to validate.
without a
a lot
lot of
of
and "ORs"
validate. Although
Although they
they certainly
certainly have
have their
their place
place in
in eDiscovery,
eDiscovery, without
special
care, they
they can
can fail
fail to
to yield
yield the
the expected
results.
special care,
expected results.

In
addition, Blair
Maron (1985)
found that
that attorneys,
the right
right words
words to
to
In addition,
Blair and
and Maron
(1985) found
attorneys, like
like other
other users,
users, were
were relatively
relatively poor
poor at
at guessing
guessing the
search
for. Although
in fact,
fact,
search for.
Although they
theythought
thoughtthat
thattheir
theirsearches
searcheshad
had found
found75%
75% or
or more
more of
of the
the responsive
responsive documents,
documents, they
they had,
had, in
found
of them,
them, in
found about
about 20%
20% of
in what
what would
would now
nowbe
be aa small
small collection
collection of
of about
about 40,000
40,000 documents.
documents.
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More
not up
More recently,
recently, attorneys
attorneysand
and the
thecourts
courtshave
have come
come to
to recognize
recognize that
that keyword
keyword searching
searching is
is not
up to
to the
the task
task of
of managing
managing

ediscovery.
documents that
that should
should be
be produced
produced and
and over-burdens
over-burdens the
the review
review team
team with
with
ediscovery. Keyword
Keywordsearching
searching misses
misses documents
irrelevant
Wash. Metro.
Metro. Area
irrelevant documents.
documents.For
Forexample,
example,Judge
JudgeFacciola
Facciolain
inDisability
DisabilityRights
Rights Council
Council of
of Greater
Greater Wash.
Wash. v.
v. Wash.
Area Transit
Transit
Auth.,
June 1,
1, 2007)
2007) noted:
noted:
Auth., 2007
2007 WL
WL 11 585452
585452 (D.D.C.
(D.D.C. June

II bring
bring to
to the
the parties'
parties' attention
attentionrecent
recentscholarship
scholarshipthat
thatargues
arguesthat
thatconcept
conceptsearching,
searching, as
as opposed
opposed

to
is more
more efficient
efficient and
and more
more likely
likely to
to produce
to keyword
keyword searching,
searching, is
produce the
the most
most comprehensive
comprehensive
results.
George L.
L. Paul
Paul&& Jason
JasonR.R.Baron,
Baron,Information
Information Inflation:
Inflation: Can
Adapt?
results. See
See George
Can the
the Legal
Legal System
System Adapt?
13
J.L. &
& Tech.
Tech. 10
10 (2007).
(2007).
13 Rich.
Rich. J.L.

There
appearsto
to be
be two
two fundamental
fundamental features
features of
of human
human language
languagethat
that make
make searching
searchinginherently
inherentlydifficult.
difficult. The
first is
the
There appears
The first
is the
tendency
to be
creative. They
making up
up new
new words
words (for
(for example,
example, "blog")
"blog") and
and they
they frequently
frequently use
old
tendency of
of humans
humans to
be creative.
They are
are always
always making
use old

words
in new
new ways
ways (think
(think of
of "twitter,"
"twitter," or
the
words in
or"Macintosh").
"Macintosh").AsAsaaresult,
result,there
thereare
areoften
oftenmany
manyways
waysto
tosay
say the
the same
same thing,
thing, and
and the
same
word can
can mean
mean many
many different
different things.
same word
things.

For
example, there
there are
are over
over 200
200words
wordsthat
that mean
meanroughly
roughly"think,"
"think," including
including "guess,"
"guess," "surmise,"
"surmise," "ponder,
"ponder, "and
"and "expect."
"expect."
For example,
Familiar
words, like
like "bark"
"bark" and
"bank," show
multiple meanings.
obvious, though,
though,
Familiar words,
and "bank,"
show that
that the
thesame
same word
word can
can have
have multiple
meanings. What
Whatisis less
less obvious,
is
that this
is that
this ambiguity
ambiguity is
is far
far more
more prevalent
prevalent than
thanmost
mostpeople
peoplewould
wouldguess.
guess. The
The200
200 most
most commonly
commonlyused
used words
words in
in the
theEnglish
English
language
have about
about 23
23 definitions
definitions each.
language have
each.

As
an exercise,
exercise,IIlooked
lookedup
upin
inaadictionary
dictionary each
eachof
ofthe
the words
words of
of aa simple
simple sentence.
sentence. The
Thenumber
numberof
of definitions
definitions II found
found is
listed
As an
is listed

under
word.
under each
each word.

The companies
companies have
briefdelay
delayin in
implementingtheir
theiragreement.
agreement.
The
haveagreed
agreedtoto aa brief
implementing
37
37

14
14

39
39

17
17

54
54

62
62

20
20

8
8

84
84

8
8

7
7

9
9

If
combine all
all of
of the
the definitions
If you
you combine
definitions together
together you
you get
get 77 quadrillion
quadrillion possible
possible interpretations
interpretationsof
ofthis
thissentence,
sentence, yet
yet hardly
hardly anyone
anyone
notices
that itit is
notices that
is the
the least
least bit
bit ambiguous.
ambiguous. Each
Each word
wordininthe
thesentence
sentence helps
helps to
to disambiguate
disambiguate the
the other
other words
words in
in the
the sentence.
sentence.
You
can see
see this
this same
samephenomenon
phenomenon in
in play
play when
when you
you read
sentence like:
like:
You can
read aa sentence

Fatty
Fatty weighed
weighed 300
300 pounds
pounds of
of grapes.
grapes.
Or
Or

The
young man
man had
had his
his palm
palm examined
examined by
by a
a tree
tree surgeon.
The young
surgeon.

By
the time
time you
to the
you may
may have
have to
to re-interpret
re-interpret the
By the
you get
get to
the end
end of
of the
the sentence,
sentence, you
the earlier
earlier words
words in
in the
the sentence.
sentence.
The
difficulty of
one of
of the
the overarching
problems with
documents in
in
The difficulty
of recognizing
recognizing this
this ambiguity
ambiguity is
is one
overarching problems
with using
using keywords
keywords to
to select
select documents

eDiscovery.
said something
something or
or all
all of
of the
the different
different
eDiscovery. People
People just
just find
find itit hard
hard to
toimagine
imagine all
all of
of the
the ways
ways that
that an
an author
author might
might have
have said

interpretations
word.
interpretations that
thatcould
could be
be attached
attached to
to aa specific
specific word.
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Traditional
try to
to get
get at
at this
this ambiguity
ambiguity by
adding "OR"
"OR" or
or "NOT"
"NOT" to
to the
the query.
query. Apparently,
Traditional keyword
keyword searches
searches try
by adding
Apparently, Baron
Baron was
was

interested
about aa "master
"master settlement
settlement agreement,"
agreement," but
but the
probably did
did not
not
interested in
in finding
finding all
all documents
documents about
the document
document authors
authors probably
always
spell this
this whole
whole phrase
phrase out
out each
each time.
time. They
"an agreement."
agreement." The
always spell
They may
may have
have referred
referred to
toititas
as an
an "MSA,"
"MSA," or
or even
even as
as "an
The

problem
also refers
refersto
to aa"metropolitan
"metropolitan standard
used "NOT"
"NOT" to
to exclude
exclude documents
documents that
that mentioned
mentioned
problem is
is MSA
MSA also
standard area."
area." Baron
Baron used

metropolitan
account, but
but ifif aa document
document contained
contained both
both master
master settlement
settlement agreement
metropolitanstandard
standardarea,
area, or
or medical
medical savings
savings account,
agreement and
and

metropolitan
expressionwould
wouldexclude
excludethat
thatdocument.
document. ItIt would
that
metropolitan standard
standard agreement,
agreement, this
this Boolean
Boolean expression
would select
select documents
documents that
used
MSAto
to refer
refer to
to metropolitan
metropolitan standard
long as
asthey
they did
did not
not also
alsouse
usethe
thelonger
longerphrase.
phrase. In
short, even
even after
after this
used MSA
standard area,
area, so
so long
In short,
this

effort,
effort, there
thereisis still
still aa potential
potentialto
toreject
rejectaalot
lotofofpotentially
potentiallyresponsive
responsivedocuments
documentsand
andto
toselect
select aa lot
lot of
of non-responsive
non-responsive
documents.
documents.

No technology
technology can
canever
evercompletely
completelyeliminate
eliminatethis
thisrisk.
risk. People
are just
just too,
too, well,
well, human,
human,and
andcreative
creativeinintheir
theirwriting.
writing. Even
No
People are
Even
human
readers
can
fail
to
recognize
responsive
documents
and
falsely
select
nonresponsive
ones.
Still,
as
Judge
Facciola
human readers can fail to recognize responsive documents and falsely select nonresponsive ones. Still, as Judge Facciola
noted
Baron), concept
concept searching
searching isislikely
likelyto
to be
be more
more efficient
efficient and
and
noted (quoting,
(quoting, by
by the
theway
wayfrom
fromaapaper
paperby
bythe
thesame
same Jason
Jason Baron),

comprehensive
comprehensive than
than keyword
keyword searching.
searching.

There
are many
many technologies
technologies that
that could
could be
be called
called "concept
"concept search,"
search," each
each with
with its
its own
own ways
ways to
to generate
generate concepts.
concepts. Among
There are
Among

these
are ontology/taxonomy/thesaurus-based
ontology/taxonomy/thesaurus-based methods,
engineers, often
often working
working with
with domain
these are
methods, where
where knowledge
knowledge engineers,
domain experts,
experts,

construct
of related
related terms.
is among
amongthe
the simplest
simplestof
ofthese.
these. ItIt is
list of
of words
words and
and their
their
construct lists
lists of
terms. AA thesaurus,
thesaurus, for
for example,
example, is
is just
just aa list
synonyms.
include other
other kinds
kinds of
of word
word relationships.
relationships. Given
synonyms. Ontologies
Ontologiesand
and taxonomies
taxonomies are
are more
more elaborate
elaborate and
and can
can include
Given one
one
word,
provide others
others that
that may
may be
be useful
useful for
for identifying
identifying related
related documents.
word, these
these systems
systems provide
documents.
These
systemsare
aregood
goodatatsolving
solvingthe
thesynonymy
synonymyproblem—having
problem—havingmultiple
multiplewords
wordsthat
that mean
mean about
about the
the same
samething.
thing. Because
These systems
Because

each
organization has
hasits
itsown
own jargon
jargon and
andvocabulary,
vocabulary,however,
however,these
thesesystems
systemsrequire
requireaasubstantial
substantialup-front
up-fronteffort
effort to
to tune
tune the
the
each organization

list
of the
relationships that
that the
the knowledge
list to
to accommodate
accommodate that
that specialization.
specialization. And,
And, they
they only
only take
take advantage
advantage of
the specific
specific relationships
knowledge
engineers
and experts
experts put
put into
into them.
them.
engineers and
A
second approach
approach does
doesnot
not use
usehuman-designed
human-designedinformation
information structures
structures like
like aa taxonomy
taxonomy or
or thesaurus,
thesaurus, but
but gets
gets its
its word
word
A second

relationships
DiscoveryPlatform
Platform through
through its
its
relationships from
from the
thedocuments
documentsthat
thatititprocesses.
processes. This
Thisisis the
theapproach
approach taken
takenby
by the
theOneO®
OneO® Discovery
use
of the
the OrcaTec
OrcaTecInformation
Information Discovery
Discovery Toolkit.
Toolkit. In
In eDiscovery,
eDiscovery,ititlearns
learnsthe
themeaning
meaningof
ofwords
wordsfrom
from the
the documents
documents in
in the
the
use of

collection
them. For
collection while
while itit indexes
indexes them.
Forexample,
example,ififaa document
document has
has the
the word
word "lawyer"
"lawyer" in
in it,
it,then
thenititisisalso
also likely
likely to
to have
have words
words

"case," "attorney,"
"attorney," or
or "court."
"court." Conversely,
"case," "attorney,"
"attorney," or "court," then
like "judge," "case,"
Conversely,ififitithas
has words
words like
like "judge,"
"judge," "case,"
then itit is
is
lawyers whether
whether itit has
has"lawyer"
"lawyer"in
initit or
or not.
not. Conversely,
document with
with the
the word
word "court"
"court" in
likely to be
be about lawyers
Conversely, aa document
in itit is
is likely to
be
about
a
legal
issue
if
it
has
words
like
"lawyer"
in
it
and
to
be
about
sports
if
it
has
words
like
"tennis."
These
word-use
be about a legal issue if it has words like "lawyer" in it and to be about sports if it has words like "tennis." These word-use
patterns
helpful in
patterns are,
are, then,
then, very
very helpful
in identifying
identifying what
whataa document
document isis actually
actually about.
about. As
As in
in the
the sentences
sentences mentioned
mentioned earlier,
earlier, each
each

word
to disambiguate
the other
other words.
word helps
helps to
disambiguate the
words.
Whether
of
Whether the
the relations
relations come
come from
fromthe
theminds
mindsof
ofknowledge
knowledgeengineers
engineers and
and experts
experts or
or from
from the
the documents,
documents, concepts
concepts consist
consist of
sets
of related
related words.
query, the
the query
query is
expanded to
to include
include these
these related
related words.
words. Whatever
Whatever
sets of
words. When
Whenaa user
user enters
enters aa search
search query,
is expanded
terms
user enters,
enters, the
the system
finds related
related terms
them to
additional terms
terms aa user
system finds
terms and
and adds
adds them
to the
the query.
query. These
These additional
terms focus
focus the
the search
search and
and

allow
Platform,
allow additional
additional documents
documentsto
tobe
beretrieved.
retrieved.Concept
Conceptsearch,
search, particularly
particularlyas
as performed
performedby
bythe
theOneO®
OneO® Discovery
Discovery Platform,

does
not just
just help
help to
to expand
the number
number of
of documents
documents retrieved,
retrieved, itit helps
the results
results on
on the
the most
most relevant
relevant content.
content.
does not
expand the
helps to
to focus
focus the
One
problem that
is intended
intended to
to address
the difficulty
difficulty guessing
guessingthe
the right
right words
words to
to search
search for.
for. Concept
One problem
that concept
concept search
search is
address isisthe
Concept
search
allows users
usersto
to find
find additional
additional documents
documents that
that may
topic as
the query
query term,
term, even
search allows
may be
be about
about the
the same
same topic
as the
even ifif they
they use
use

different
to
different words.
words. The
The additional
additional query
query terms
terms allow
allowthe
thesystem
system to
tofind
findrelated
relateddocuments
documents even
even when
when they
they don't
don't happen
happen to
have
the query
query word
word in
in them.
them.
have the
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An
An Example
ExampleininJapanese
Japanese
Japanese
Japanese

Transliteration
keshou
keshou
biyou
biyou

Transaction
Transaction
makeup
makeup cosmetics
cosmetics

beauty
or form
form
beauty of
of shape
shape or

Weight
10.0
10.0
0.0070
0.0070

hada
hada

skin
skin

0.029
0.029

bi

beauty
beauty

0.069
0.069

kea
kea

care
care

0.069
0.069

mail
order makeup
mail order
makeup
company
company in
in Japan
Japan

dhc
dhc

0.08
0.08

sukin
sukin

skin
skin

0.11
0.11

kirei

pretty

0.122
0.122

hajime
hajime

Beginning,
start origin
origin
Beginning, start

0.129
0.129

Kuchikomi
Kuchikomi

word of mouth

0.192
0.192

tsuuhan
tsuuhan

mail
mail order

0.194
0.194

Here
an example
example of
of how
model generates
Here is
is an
how the
theOrcaTec
OrcaTec Language
Language model
generates concepts.
concepts. This
This example
example comes
comes from
from aa set
set of
ofJapanese
Japanese

Women's
original search
search term
term in
Women's blogs.
blogs. The
The original
in this
this example
example was
was

,, which
which is
is pronounced
pronounced "keshou,"
"keshou," meaning
meaning "makeup,"
"makeup," or
or

"cosmetics."
read these
these documents,
documents, the
the system
learned that
that keshou
related to
"cosmetics." From
From having
having read
system learned
keshou is
is related
to words
words like
like biyou,
biyou, hada,
hada, and
and so
so

on.
No one
one taught
taught it
it these
these relations,
relations, rather
rather they
they were
were extracted
extracted automatically
automatically from
from the
in the
the
on. No
the patterns
patterns of
of word
word use
use in
documents.
documents.
These
related terms
terms are
are not
not necessarily
necessarily synonyms
synonymsof
ofkeshou,
keshou,but
butthey
theydo
doform
form the
the context
context in
in which
which this
These related
this word
word can
can be
be

understood.
reflect the
understood. They
They reflect
the interests
interests of
of the
the blog
blog writers
writersrather
ratherthan
thanofofsome
somethesaurus
thesauruswriter.
writer.Some
Someofofthem,
them,such
suchas
as hada
hada
or
be found
found in
in aa dictionary,
dictionary, but
as dhc
dhc or
or kirei
kirei (as
(asititisiswritten
written here)
here) do
do not
not appear
appear in
in aa dictionary.
dictionary. If
If the
the
or bi,
bi, can
can be
but others,
others, such
such as
system
can learn
learn Japanese
Japanesefrom
fromthe
thedocuments,
documents,you
youknow
knowthat
that itit will
will be
to learn
organization's jargon
jargon and
peculiar
system can
be able
able to
learn an
an organization's
and peculiar

word-use
patterns.
word-use patterns.
The
rightmost column
weights. A
A weight
weight is
is aa measure
measureof
ofthe
theimportance
importance of
of the
the term
term to
or how
how
The rightmost
column in
in the
the table
table shows
shows weights.
to the
the search,
search, or
closely
each word
word is
is related
related to
to the
the original
original search
search term.
term. The
The relations
relations between
between words
words are
are not
not all
all or
or nothing,
nothing, rather
rather they
closely each
they can
can

vary
in importance.
importance.
vary in
Keshou
hasthe
the highest
highest weight
weight because
becausethat
that is
is the
the word
word we
we searched
searched for.
for. Biyou
Biyou has
hasaalow
lowweight,
weight, meaning
meaning that
that this
this word
word is
Keshou has
is

only
the highest
weight. This
variability is
part of
of what
the
only tenuously
tenuously related
related to
tothe
theoriginal
originalsearch
search and
and tsuuhan
tsuuhan has
has the
highest weight.
This variability
is part
what gives
gives the

system
its power
power to
to find
weights control
control the
so that
that the
the documents
system its
find relevant
relevant documents.
documents. The
The weights
the ranking
ranking of
of the
the search
search results
results so
documents
that
and the
the context
context of
at the
the top
top of
are the
the documents
documents that
that
that best
best match
match the
the search
search and
of that
that search
search appear
appear at
of the
the results
results list.
list. These
These are

are
most characteristic
characteristic of
of the
the query
query term
term as
as understood
understood in
in the
the context
context of
of the
the document
document collection.
collection.
are most
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How to
toUse
UseConcept
ConceptSearching
Searchingin in
Electronic
Discovery
The
advantage of
of concept
concept searching
searchingisisto
togive
givethe
thelitigation
litigation professionals
professionals an
an edge
edgein
in identifying
identifying relevant
relevant documents
in
The advantage
documents and
and in

understanding
the information
information that
collection.
understanding the
thatisis available
available in
in aa collection.
Concept
search focuses
focusesthe
theresults
resultson
onthe
thedocuments
documentsthat
that are
aremost
mostcharacteristic
characteristicof
of the
the search
searchterm
term in
in the
the context
context of
of the
the
Concept search

collection.
excellent training
training tool,
tool, in
in that
that
collection. ItItlets
letsreviewers
reviewerssee
seeimmediately
immediatelyhow
howaa term
termisis used
used in
in the
the collection.
collection. This
This is
is an
an excellent
reviewers
get to
to see
how aa term
term is
is used
usedand
andininwhat
whatcontext.
context. IfIf Boolean
rankdocuments,
documents,ititisisusually
usually by
by how
how often
often
reviewers get
see how
Boolean searches
searches rank
a
term appears
in aa document.
document. Concept
also sensitive
sensitive to
to the
the frequency
frequency of
of the
the query
query terms,
terms, but
but itit also
full
a term
appears in
Conceptsearching
searching is
is also
also takes
takes full

advantage
of the
the related
related terms
terms and
and their
their weights.
advantage of
weights.

Concept
searchallows
allowsreviewers
reviewerstotoidentify
identifyterms
termsthat
thatare
arerelated
relatedto
tothe
theoriginal
originalquery
queryterm.
term. Not
Concept search
Not all
all of
of these
these terms
terms are
are
going
to be
be useful
useful by
by themselves,
themselves,but
butthey
they often
often suggest
suggestimportant
important avenues
avenuesof
ofenquiry
enquirythat
thatwould
would be
be difficult
difficult to
to identify
identify any
going to
any
other
the appearance
appearance of
of DHC
DHCamong
amongthe
theterms
termsrelated
relatedto
tokeshou.
keshou. Without
Without special
knowledge of
of beauty
beauty
other way.
way. Consider
Consider the
special knowledge

products
blogs, itit is
is unlikely
unlikely that
that this
this term
term would
been predicted.
predicted.
products and
and blogs,
would have
have been
By
organizing documents
documentsaccording
accordingto
totheir
theircomputed
computed relevance,
relevance,reviewers
reviewershave
havethe
theopportunity
opportunity to
to bring
bring together
together all
all of
of the
the
By organizing

documents
in aa collection
collection that
that are
are relevant
relevant to
to a
particular issue.
issue. People
documents in
a particular
People are
are limited
limited in
in the
thenumber
numberof
ofcategories
categories they
they can
can
actively
in mind
mind at
at one
time. After
actively keep
keep in
one time.
Afterabout
about55- -99categories,
categories,they
theybegin
begintotomake
makemistakes.
mistakes.Because
Because the
the concept
concept search
search

focuses
and gathers
gatherstogether
together documents
documents that
that are
are putatively
putatively relevant
relevant to
to a
query, reviewers
reviewers can
can focus
focustheir
their attention
attention and
focuses and
a query,
and

increase
the accuracy
accuracyof
oftheir
theirjudgments.
judgments. ItIt is
with the
the
increase the
is much
much more
more efficient
efficient for
for aa reviewer
reviewer to
toagree
agree or
or disagree
disagree with
recommendation
to an
than itit is
is to
to try
try to
which
recommendation of
of the
the computer
computer(e.g.,
(e.g., as
as to
to whether
whetheraa document
documentisis responsive
responsive to
an issue)
issue) than
to decide
decide which
of
any, aa document
document is
is responsive
responsive to.
to.
of several
several issues,
issues, ifif any,

Because
the concept
concept search
searchranks
ranksthe
thedocuments
documentsaccording
accordingto
toits
itsestimate
estimate of
of how
how relevant
relevant the
Because the
the documents
documents are,
are, reviewers
reviewers can
can

see
several documents
documents in
in aarow
row that
that are
are likely
likely to
to be
responsive. Ordinary
see several
be responsive.
Ordinary reviews
reviews organize
organize the
the documents
documents in
in more
more or
or less
less

random
of a
a case.
case. Moreover,
Moreover, usually
random order
order relative
relative to
to the
theissues
issues of
usually80
80-- 95%
95% of
of the
the documents
documents that
that may
may be
be under
under review
review are
are
nonresponsive.
documents aa reviewer
reviewer sees
seesin
inaarow,
row,the
the more
more difficult
difficult itit is
to recognize
another
nonresponsive. The
The more
more nonresponsive
nonresponsive documents
is to
recognize another

document
responsive. By
document as
as responsive.
By organizing
organizing the
the documents
documents topically,
topically, the
the likelihood
likelihoodof
ofencountering
encounteringresponsive
responsive documents
documents is
is
increased,
thereby increasing
increased, thereby
increasing accuracy.
accuracy.

The
topical organization
be used
used to
to allocate
allocate resources.
resources. More
to specific
The topical
organization can
can also
also be
Moresenior
seniorpeople
peopleor
orspecialists
specialistscan
can be
be assigned
assigned to
specific

topics
to documents
to
topics and
and to
documents that
thatare
are most
mostlikely
likelyto
tobe
beresponsive
responsive to
tothose
thosetopics.
topics.Less
Lessexpensive
expensiveresources
resourcescan
can be
be assigned
assigned to

documents
that are
likely to
to be
be critical.
critical. Documents
be prioritized
prioritized and
reviewed
documents that
are less
less likely
Documents that
thatare
aremore
morelikely
likelyto
tobe
beresponsive
responsive can
can be
and reviewed

first.
reviewed first.
first.
first. That
Thatway,
way,ififthere
thereisis aa shortage
shortage of
of time,
time, the
the most
most likely
likely documents
documents will
will have
have been
been reviewed
Concept
search can
canbe
beused
usedtotocull
cullthe
thedocuments
documentswith
with more
more power
power than
than can
can be
be obtained
obtained through
through just
Concept search
just keyword
keyword and
and Boolean
Boolean
searches.
OneO®Discovery
DiscoveryPlatform
Platformsearch
searchsystem
systemallows
allowsaafull
fullcomplement
complement of
of Boolean
Boolean expressions
expressionsin
in concert
concert with
with
searches. The
The OneO®

concept
Concept search
searchalso
alsocomputes
computesscores
scoresfor
foreach
eachdocument
documentthat
thatare
arean
anestimate
estimateof
of just
just how
how relevant
relevant the
the
concept searching.
searching. Concept

document
to the
the query.
are the
the most
most likely
likely to
to be
be relevant.
relevant. Relevance
document is
is to
query. Documents
Documentswith
withhigher
higherscores
scores (closer
(closer to
to 1.0)
1.0) are
Relevance tails
tails
off
we move
move farther
farther down
off as
as we
down the
the list
list to
tolower
lowerand
andlower
lowerscores.
scores. We
Werecommend
recommendusing
usingaacutoff
cutoffscore
score(e.g.,
(e.g., 0.01)
0.01) when
when using
using

concept
search for
for culling.
culling. Documents
are somewhat
somewhat related
related to
to the
the query,
query, but
but the
the relationship
relationship
concept search
Documents with
withscores
scores below
below this
this value
value are
is
usually too
too tenuous
tenuous to
to be
is usually
be useful.
useful.

In
the end,
the quality
quality of
review depends
depends on
on the
the probability
probability of
of finding
finding relevant
relevant documents
documents and
and the
the probability
probability of
of correctly
correctly
In the
end, the
of aa review
classifying
the documents
documents that
that have
been found
found (e.g.,
responsive or
or nonresponsive).
nonresponsive). Concept
search can
canhelp
helpwith
with both
both of
of
classifying the
have been
(e.g., responsive
Concept search

these.
It increases
increasesthe
the likelihood
likelihood that
that responsive
responsive documents
documents will
will be
be presented
presented for
for review,
review, prioritizes
prioritizes them
them so
that the
the most
these. It
so that
most
likely
are presented
presented first,
first, and
to just
just how
document is
likely to
to be
be responsive
responsive are
and offers
offers to
to the
the reviewer
revieweraasuggestion
suggestion as
as to
how aa given
given document
is
responsive.
responsive.
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Concept
Searchtools
tools can
canhelp
helpto
to ensure
ensurethat
that you
you achieve
achieve rapid
rapid and
and thorough
thorough understanding
understanding of
collection.
Concept Search
of your
your case
case collection.

Collections
have grown
grown so
so large
largeand
andso
socomplicated
complicatedthat
thatwithout
without such
powerful tools
Collections have
such powerful
tools there
there is
is no
no way
way to
to reasonably
reasonably prepare
prepare

for
review. The
and they
they require
require too
for and
and execute
execute a
a review.
The alternatives
alternatives have
have simply
simply grown
grown too
too expensive
expensive and
too much
much time.
time. The
TheOneO®
OneO®
Discovery
Platform powered
powered by
OrcaTec,isisdesigned
designedtotogive
giverapid
rapidand
andeffective
effectiveinsight
insightinto
intothe
thenature
nature of
of the
the collection
collection and
and to
to
Discovery Platform
by OrcaTec,

facilitate
review of
facilitate the
the rapid,
rapid, effective,
effective,and
and inexpensive
inexpensive review
of those
those documents.
documents.

Epilogue:
eDiscovery
Platform?
Many
Vendors.
One Choice.
OneO®.
Epilogue:Need
NeedananAdvanced
Advanced
eDiscovery
Platform?
Many
Vendors.
One Choice.
OneO®.
Orange
Legal Technologies’
Technologies’OneO®
OneO®Discovery
DiscoveryPlatform
Platformprovides
providesdistinct
distinctand
andquantifiable
quantifiable advancements
advancements over
over current
current
Orange Legal

electronic
asitit isisone
oneof
ofthe
the only
only offerings
offerings in
in aa marketplace
marketplace of
of over
over 600
600 electronic
electronic discovery
discovery companies
companies that
that
electronic discovery
discovery services
services as

provides
all of
of the
the following
following capabilities
with in-house
proprietary technology:
provides all
capabilities with
in-house proprietary
technology:
A
Complete Electronic
and review
review –- the
of
A Complete
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Platform:
Platform:OneO®
OneO® can
can provide
provide analytics,
analytics, processing,
processing, and
the core
core tasks
tasks of

electronic
for
electronic discovery
discovery –- from
fromwithin
withinaasingle
single platform.
platform.This
Thismeans
meansthat
thatonce
oncedata
dataisisreceived
receivedand
andingested,
ingested,there
there isis no
no need
need for
an
50% of
of the
the time
time
an additional
additional platform
platformororprovider
providertotocomplete
completethese
thesekey
keyelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discoverytasks
tasks thus
thus saving
saving clients
clients over
over 50%
i
and
50%ofofthe
themoney
money
required
electronic
discovery
compared
to traditional
and 50%
required
for for
electronic
discovery
wheni when
compared
to traditional
offerings.
offerings.

An
Integrated Electronic
at the
the
An Integrated
Electronic Discovery
Discovery Platform:
Platform: OneO®
OneO® architecture
architecture provides
provides for
for integration
integration of
ofelectronic
electronicdiscovery
discovery tasks
tasks at
application
the platform
platform level.
application level
level vs.
vs. the
level. First,
First,this
thismeans
means that
thatdata
datatransfer
transferbetween
betweenthe
thekey
keytasks
tasksof
ofanalytics,
analytics,processing,
processing, and
and
review
within the
platform thus
thus increasing
increasing the
the defensibility
defensibility of
of evidence
evidence by
by both
both reducing
reducing the
the risk
risk of
of potential
potential
review occurs
occurs within
the OneO®
OneO® platform

spoliation
transferring data
spoliation that
that can
can occur
occur when
when transferring
data between
between platforms
platformsand/or
and/orservice
service providers
providers and
and providing
providing aa defensible
defensible

process.
Secondly,
this
application
level
integration
helps
OneO®
documents
asother
fast as
othersolutions
leadingiiprocess. Secondly,
this
application
level
integration
helps
OneO®
indexindex
documents
twice astwice
fast as
leading
solutionsii- decreasing the time and cost of electronic discovery.
substantially
substantially decreasing the time and cost of electronic discovery.
An
means that
that there
An Online
Online Delivery
Delivery Model:
Model:OneO®
OneO®isisdelivered
deliveredtotoclients
clientsvia
viaaaSoftware-As-A-Service
Software-As-A-Service Model
Model(SaaS).
(SaaS). This
This means
there is
is
no
no additional
additional client-side
client-side resource
resource or
or infrastructure
infrastructureinvestments
investmentsnecessary
necessary to
to implement
implementand
andmaintain
maintainthe
theOneO®
OneO® Discovery
Discovery

Platform
for today
today and
and investment
investmentprotection
protection for
for tomorrow.
tomorrow.
Platform -–thus
thus providing
providing client’s
client’s cost
cost savings
savings for
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